Celebrating the

Sunday
10 March 2019

completion and
gifting of a new
Sefer Torah to

4 Adar II 5779

Radisson Blu
Mall of America

BUILDING ON 74 YEARS

JOURNAL ADS & BANQUET RESERVATIONS
Honoring the Torah and its impact on all the living Sifrei Torah — the students of Torah Academy.

________BANQUET RESERVATIONS at $________
$5,000 Patron Table

|

$500 Donor

|

$360 Couple

|

$180 Person

|

o Banquet Tickets included in Ad Purchase

o EVENT UNDERWRITER ...........................$50,000

o COMMUNITY LEADER ............................$ 2,600

o PREMIERE EVENT SPONSOR.................$25,000

o PREMIERE FULL PAGE.............................$ 1,800

o EVENT SPONSOR .....................................$18,000

o FULL PAGE .................................................$ 1,250

o EVENT PARTNER ......................................$10,000

o HALF PAGE.................................................$

750

o 74 YEARS SPONSOR ................................$ 7,400

o Quarter Page ..................................................... $

395

o Sixth Page ......................................................... $

275

o Eighth Page ....................................................... $

195

o Memo (15 Words) ............................................. $

108

Includes 5 Sponsored Tables of 10
Includes 3 Sponsored Tables of 10
Includes 3 Sponsored Tables of 10
Includes 3 Sponsored Tables of 10
Includes 1 Sponsored Table of 10

o TABLE SPONSOR ......................................$ 5,400
Includes 1 Sponsored Table of 10

o LEADERSHIP CIRCLE ...............................$ 3,600
Includes 6 Banquet Tickets

Includes 5 Banquet Tickets
Includes 4 Banquet Tickets
Includes 2 Banquet Tickets
Includes 2 Banquet Tickets

o Donation Only.................................................. $________

REGISTRATION & PAYMENT INFORMATION
o YES, I/WE plan on attending. Please reserve

Name

seats.

Address
City/State/Zip
Phone
Check One: o
Security Code:

Fax
Check Enclosed (Payable to Torah Academy)

E-mail
o Credit Card #

Expiration:

Signature:

PLEASE SEND ADS AND RESERVATIONS BY MARCH 1, 2019.
Mail form to: Torah Academy, c/o Ad Journal
2800 Joppa Ave. S., St. Louis Park, MN 55416

Fax form to:

952-922-7844

Complete, scan & email:

ads@tabanquet.org

Submit Online:

www.tabanquet.org

For more information, contact Rabbi Joshua (JB) Borenstein at 952-285-8600 or ads@tabanquet.org
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News and Views of Torah Academy

Parshas Vayakhel/Parshas Shekalim

24 Adar I 5779
March 1, 2019

Hadlokas Neros 5:41 p.m.

Pajama Day in TT3 for the letter Pp!
Last chance to sign up for your Parent-Teacher Conferences
in Parent Locker! Call the office if you need assistance!

Torah Tot & Pre-K Conferences are next Wed., March 6
Dress for the weather! Even on snowy days!

Children should come to school with warm coats, gloves or mittens, hats, snow pants, and boots
so they can enjoy recess. We send the children outside whenever possible
as long as the temperature is not too extreme!
Important Upcoming Dates & Times...
Thursday, Feb. 28: Mishmar
Friday, March 1: Classes end at 1:30 pm NO BUS
Enrichment classes until 2:15 pm
Sunday, March 3: Sunday morning program
Wednesday, March 6: 5:00-8:00 pm Conferences for TT & PK

Thank you for supporting
Torah Academy!

Friday, March 8: Ruach Day-wear your costume (see rules & theme inside)
Sunday, March 10: Torah Academy Banquet!!!!!!! See you there!
Monday, March 11: Hachnasas Sefer Torah (but a regular school day for students!!!)
2800 Joppa Avenue South · St. Louis Park, MN 55416
Telephone [952] 920-6630 · Fax [952] 922-7844 · office@torahacademymn.org
A partner agency with the Minneapolis Jewish Federation
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A Torah Thought from Rabbi Idstein...

Six days shall work be done, but on the seventh day there
shall be to you a holy day, a Sabbath of rest for HaShem;
whoever does any work on it shall be put to death (35:2).
Parshas Vayakhel commences with Moshe assembling
together the entire nation. As he addresses them, Moshe
begins by reiterating the holiness of Shabbos and the
proscription against labor on the holy day. Moshe goes on
to relate HaShem’s instructions concerning the building of
the Tabernacle (Mishkan), including the materials required
and the many intricate details of its construction.
Why does Moshe preface the plan for the construction
of the Temple with the laws of Shabbos? Additionally, in
describing the six days of work, the Hebrew word 
is vowelized to read “tai’aseh,” to mean your work “will
be done,” instead of the expected “ta’aseh,” which would
translate as “you should do” the work.
Rabbi Yaakov Niman, in his classic Darchei Mussar,
proposes an answer based on a cardinal Jewish tenet: Our
livelihood is not determined by our own intellect, talents,
or even efforts. Rather, the blessings that we enjoy are
bestowed upon us from Above. True, it is HaShem’s will
that we work and exert ourselves for our sustenance, but
our efforts are merely to satisfy that will. Actual success is
simply a manifestation of HaShem’s goodness and desire.
It is for this reason that the Torah vowelizes the word
in its passive form. It may be very difficult for someone
to desist from labor for an entire day each week. He will
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understandably worry about providing for his family.
To assuage this concern, the Torah reminds us that our
livelihood isn’t determined by our own exertions and
aptitude, but rather by His goodness alone. We merely
need to fulfill HaShem’s will, including undertaking
the appropriate effort in the pursuit of a livelihood,
and HaShem will direct His blessing to us. With this
understanding in mind, it will be easy and joyful to
embrace the Shabbos.
The Darchei Mussar continues: This too is the reason
why Moshe begins his address about the Mishkan with the
laws of Shabbos. Called on to donate generously to the
construction of the Tabernacle, it might be hard for some to
part with their wealth. One who believes that his success is
the result of the fruits of his own labor will find it difficult
to be magnanimous and charitable. Moshe, therefore,
reminds the nation of the true source of their blessing
before calling on them to contribute to the Mishkan.
This recognition of the genuine root of our success is a
fundamental and powerful force in shaping our worldview
and our actions. Understanding the message that Shabbos
shares with us, and taking it to heart, will dispel any
desire to breach the laws of HaShem and man in pursuit
of prosperity and further open our hearts in generosity and
magnanimity.
Have a wonderful Shabbos,

Rabbi Idstein, Menahel

T he 8th Grade is selling Mishloach Manos! Don’t wait!
See the last page of the Kolenu for an order for m!

Mr. Cleary’s Corner
Weekly, I am able to communicate about test scores,
accreditation, curriculum, and several other educationrelated topics. My goal is to point out the positive
happenings here at Torah Academy. This week, I am
going to focus on the gratitude I have for the teachers who
dedicate their days (and nights) to our students. Without
these incredible teachers, I would not be able to boast about
all of the positive aspects of this school!
I am grateful that we have teachers who want every
student to learn. I see it in their preparations, and I hear it
in their voices. Our teachers are passionate about what they
do, and it shows. When a student is successful, the teacher
loves to share the news! When a student is struggling, the
amount of concern a teacher shows is striking.
I am grateful that we have teachers who are willing to
be flexible. There are many occasions when a teacher’s day
will be altered or interrupted somehow. For example, we
have drills that must be completed, celebrations for various
reasons, and guest speakers who come in (sometimes at the
last minute). Teachers don’t complain; they adjust! They

adjust their schedules to accommodate what needs to be
done, and then rearrange how the learning will occur.
I am grateful for how much our teachers care for their
students. With the small class sizes, we get the opportunity
to really know our students here at Torah Academy.
Students make teachers laugh, but they also make them
worry. Our teachers care about their academic success,
their social interactions, and overall well-being. We try to
push and guide students through not just the curriculum, but
through life as well.
I am grateful for our teachers’ professionalism. Our
teachers will do anything if it makes sense and is for the
sake of the children. We do not have a teacher in the
building that says, “this is the way I’ve always done it.”
Instead, our teachers constantly say, “I want the best for
my students.” As a professional, our goal should be to
grow our entire career. Our teachers continue to adapt to a
different group of students every year.
Please join me in thanking every teacher who shows up
daily with a heart and a passion for students and learning!

Mr. Cleary, General Studies Principal
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Mazel Tov to Miss Tehilla Sollofe on
her engagement to Mr. Aharon Helman of
Baltimore, MD. May the wedding take place
b’shaah tovah u’mutzlachas.
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Mazel Tov to Reb Kalman and Mrs. Batya
Delmoor on the birth of a their daughter, Anya
Esther. Mazel Tov to grandparents Mr. and Mrs.
Tom and Ramie Delmoor.

We apologize if we inadvertently omitted your simcha or the details are wrong!
To share news with the editor please call 952-285-8603 or email office@torahacademymn.org

Have you bought your Od Yosef Chai raffle tickets?
Our Od Yosef Chai campaign is off to a great start!
The total to date is $4207.
A hands-on Geometry lesson in 2nd grade.

You can sponsor Rosh Chodesh treats for the month of Adar II
!
y
in honor of a simcha or
h
rr
Now for
Hu hodes
in memory of a loved one for a
C
h
teachers, too!
xt
sponsorship fee of $36.
Ros is ne y &
sda Contact the Torah Academy Parents Connection Group
r
u
th riday
at parentsoftamn@gmail.com.
F
Our condolences to Mrs. Lili Chester on the loss of her husband,
Mr. Marty Chester, Mr. Ronald Chester, & Ms. Kari Chester on the loss of their father,
and Mr. Gerald Chester & Ms. Priscilla Chester on the loss of their brother,
Mr. Sheldon Chester, Shmuel ben Chuna Alexander, a”h.
May the Omnipresent console you among the other mourners of Zion and Jerusalem.
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Mazel Tov to the “Learn, Turn, & Earn” Winners
from Project DERECH!
This was for the middos lesson not to sit in a parent or teacher’s seat.
Hillel Roberts, Lev Bader, Batsheva Smith, Chaya Sara Engelson, Shalom
Ochs, Gavi Kupfer, Ruchama Botnick, Naftali Cohen, Binyomin Lichtman,
Asher Shertok, Chezky Silverberg

Classroom close-up
Rabbi Y.E. Mandelbaum~5B Judaic Studies
Welcome to 5th grade!
Our goal is to master and understand more Torah every day!
As we all know chazered (reviewing) is the iker (main focus). We start our day with questions on the
previous Mishna, which we learned the day before. We are real pros at mouthing out our answers to enable
everyone to have a chance and to make sure that each Talmid knows the Mishna. In addition, it’s a special
privilege to be the one that will say the answer out loud.
There is excitement in the air while making sure we are koneh (have acquired for ourselves) the Mishna. In
an exciting and fun- filled way, we develop the boys reading and translation skills by translating the Mishna into
English or into the loshon haMishna. At times, we would split the class in all directions; some would say the
Mishna and the rest would translate and vice versa.
After being koneh the Mishna, the excitement continues as the next Mishna is introduced with challenging
questions. There is a “Geshmaka Ruach” while we discuss the answers and the reasons behind them. Sometimes
we need a lawyer to defend someone’s pshat that was suggested (because Rebbi is on both sides ). We cannot
forget the artwork that goes on the board describing the cases, whether it is a picture of animals or people, it’s
usually a sight! Ask our fifth graders for some of the names we make for each case [ex. [!!!סינ טענ רטסימ
In order to further solidify what they learned from the Mishna, the boys fill in sheets that concretize in
writing the ideas and concepts the Mishna taught. It’s such a nachas to see how much of each sheet the boys are
able to fill in on their own! After every four or five Mishnayos, we have a test. Wow, they are on their toes !
After recess, we are excelling in Kriah! Davening from our Tehillim out loud helps our accuracy and
fluency.
In Chumash, the boys are challenged to teitch (translate) the posuk independently. We are working on
shorashim, miilim, prefixes, and suffixes. In addition, we are tested on twenty words periodically to be able to
be accustomed to common Chumash words. This has begun to develop the boys’ ability to become independent
learners.
On Fridays—we give out our famous checklist, that we enjoy being rewarded for on Sunday. The checklist
is made up of reviewing the week’s learning, saying the Dvar Torah, singing zemiros at the Shabbos table, and
more…. In addition, one of the most important parts of the checklist is having a hasgacha story that we saw over
the week; it’s truly special how we are growing together by bringing HaShem into our lives more.
On Sundays, in Navi we are currently learning the story line of Shoftim inside, taking out life lessons and
messages that we can apply to daily living.
In order to teach the value of every moment, the boys get tested on the “Kzayis Sefer” which has the
information of how much of a food item that you need to eat to make the proper Bracha Achrona. The time to
study this is when we finish our independent classwork. Stop any fifth grade boy and ask him how many pieces
of licorice you need to eat to be obligated in a Bracha Achrona!
Wow! What a packed week! Keep up your amazing work!
It is a real pleasure to be your sons’ Rebbi!
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The View from the Classroom
Torah Tot Two Year Olds
Mr. Shloimi the Sneezer came to our classroom to
teach us how to keep our germs away. We have learned
many tips about germs!
Mrs. B. Weinberg & Mrs. Rotkin
Torah Tot Three Year Olds
The highlight of the week—hands down—was coming
in our pajamas and eating popcorn at a pajama party, for
letter Pp week. We made beautiful trees for letter ayin and
learned about the middah of anava. We painted with water
colors for Pp and began our wonderful Purim people. We
started on the exciting story of Purim. We look forward to
speaking with you next week at conferences.
Mrs. Fishman, Mrs. Lynn, & Mrs. Chodos
Purim festivities are in the air!
With our Leitzanim and the beautiful palace in
Shushan, we have begun all of the fun. The letter Ayin for
Eitz and Anava was a good lesson for all. P for painting was
really “hands on”!
We ended our Shabbos unit with our Havdala set,
which we love. After assessing the students, the Moros are
so proud of their growth. Looking forward to sharing the
nachas with our parents at conferences on March 6.
Have a good Shabbos,
Mrs. Goldberger, Mrs. Heisler, & Miss B. Weinberg
Pre-Kindergarten
Purim is the air! Fish from the lights, clowns in
the hall, and masks on the walls! We are learning about
Megillas Esther and the mitzvos of Purim. Parsha is
exciting with the building of the Mishkan. We know that
all the work that was done to build the Mishkan is what we
can’t do on Shabbos. We preformed some of these malachos
in class.
Have a wonderful Shabbos,
Mrs. Heisler & Miss Weiswasser
Kindergarten
127… 180… 7… Ask a Kindergarten student what
these numbers have to do with the story in the Megillah!
The children are busy with their illustrations for their
individual megillos and learning Purim songs. The class
learned the new nekuda  this week.
Mrs. C.R. Weinberg & Mrs. Borenstein
Kindergarten would like to thank our musical guests
for coming in and playing their instrument for our classes.
When it comes to music, there is so much to learn! We
cannot wait to see in person all the musical instruments we
are learning about on our trip to Orchestra Hall next week.
Ms. Haase, Ms. Kittleson, Miss H. Weinberg, & Miss
H. Prero
First Grade
We learned two more pesukim in Chumash this week.
We learned our 50th word from our Chumsah list and even

got to play on the computers to practice them. Lastly, we
started our new Ivrit unit on numbers!
Have a great Shabbos,
Mrs. Herron & Miss E.M. Heisler
This week in Superkids the first graders worked on
different sounds of “y” at the end of words, categorization,
and following written directions. In math, we worked on
writing 2-digit numbers in expanded form; and comparing
numbers using < = > symbols. The first graders had fun
working on a secret art project for the Torah Academy
banquet!!
Mrs. Singer & Ms. Kittleson
Second Grade
Our “Frequent Flyers” soared over the streets of
Shushan this week, giving them a birds-eye view of Haman
leading Mordechai on a horse. We put the words of the
Bris Bein Habisarim to a tune and broke down the order of
events.
Keep up the fabulous work!
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Miss Mandelbaum & Mrs. C.R.Weinberg
“Wow! That was the first Parsha I finished in my whoo-o-ole life!” That was the reaction of an excited second
continued on page 7

Thank you to Dr. Yaakov Connor for again sharing
his musical skills with the children.
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The McPhail Center for Music will be visiting Torah Tots!
Stay Tuned for the exciting details!
grader as we completed Parshas Lech Lecha! The boys (and
Rebbi) immediately started dancing and singing! What a
Simcha! Then we went right on to start Parshas Vayeira!
Mazel Tov to ! Keep up the amazing work!
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Rabbi Lichtman & Rabbi Pam
This week in Superkids the second graders worked on
adjectives, adverbs, verb tenses, and long e vowel variants.
We began reading Tornado in book club. In math, we
began our chapter on geometry. Skills this week included
identifying solid and plane figures, and counting faces,
edges, and vertices.
Mrs. Singer
Third Grade
MAZEL TOV to the third grade girls on the completion
of Parshas Toldos! Iy”H we will are planning to have our
siyum on March 7th Rosh Chodesh Adar. Mothers and
grandmothers are invited to attend. More information will
follow. We are excited to share with you all that we have
learned.
Purim is in the air. Homework this week was, “Why
does Mrs. Prero laugh each time the Purim story says,
“Should we make that call Persian to Persian!”” If you
do not know the answer you can ask a third grader or a
grandparent! :)
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Mrs. Prero
We have been spending more and more time in third
grade learning about Purim! We learned about how Haman
became Mordechai’s slave. We have been going through the
pesukim in our very own megillos!
Have a great Shabbos!
Rabbi Friedler
Fourth Grade
Mazel Tov! We finished Parshas
Vayeshev!! But that’s just a part of our
exciting day! We are also reading a story
on the topic of Purim in Ivrit, and we are
learning how Yehoshua captured the city
of Yericho in Navi!
Mrs. Idstein
This week we completed the first 100
words on our 300-word vocabulary list.
Many similar but different words such as
 and  or  and  are quite difficult
to master. Congratulations to the 4th grade
boys for this milestone.
Rabbi Waxman
What a fun week with the fourth
grade girls! The girls learned all about

linking verbs in grammar and picked up how to use them
pretty quickly. They got to use shaving cream on their
desks to practice the spelling words, and present their social
studies posters to their classmates. Most girls have passed
their A.R. goals already, and the rest are working really hard
to achieve them. Keep it up, girls!
Ms. Blair
We hope you can stop by and see our state projects on
Monday, March 4th. This is an open house format, so feel
free to stop by anytime between 9:50–10:20 a.m. We will be
in our room.
Mrs. Hechtman
Fifth Grade
In Yesodei Halashon we focused on the affects of, and
how to control, one’s anger. How did Makkas Tzefardaya
teach us the same lesson?
Our class also enjoyed “student teacher” time! We can
learn so much from our classmates!
Have a great Shabbos!
Mrs. Lichtman
See our Classroom Close-Up!
Rabbi Mandelbaum
It was great to have a full week again in Fifth
Grade! What with our Science test and new unit on
Health, finishing up Graphs, making our own, reaching
the end of the Revolutionary War (“The World Turned
Upside-Down!”), choosing a battle to write about, and
watching those battles come to life (Nathaniel Green and
Daniel Morgan!), there was a lot to do! Not to mention
an enjoyable visit to Switzerland and some interesting
continued on page 8

Pp is also for Popcorn!
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Rabbi Idstein’s Inspirational Morning Quotes!
• I already know what giving up feels like – today I want to see what happens if I don’t!
• Flowers don’t compete with the flower next to them – they just bloom!
• Confidence is the ability to feel good without someone to tell you!
• When life puts you through tough situations, don’t say “why me?” say “try me!”
information about a certain Disaster in “The People of
Sparks”. Thank you for those graphs - and for finding
Benedict Arnold in a comic strip! ABC projects are
officially over, but there is always more to do! Have a
wonderful Shabbos.
Mrs. Gross
Sixth Grade
What great timing! As Purim approaches, Kita Vav
is learning in Sefer Shmuel about the war Shaul led with
Amalaik. We are also getting a deeper understanding of
the Yom Tov of Purim, and what it teaches us about hester
panim. How exactly does Hashem hide is face from us?
“He sees although He can’t be seen....” We all enjoyed
our special Adar song, which reflects the lessons that we
learned.
Mrs. Botnick
You wish you were in 6g to be able to hear all
our interesting “hooks” for Chumash this week! From
compiling a list of synonyms for the word “speak”, to
wacky mac and oatmeal ingredients, to pillow fights, and
more! We started a new Bentching unit in Bi’ur Tefillah
and turned the halachos of washing netilas yadayim l’pas
(washing for bread) into a science experiment format.
It was a great “hands on” activity. Lastly, we enjoyed
starting to work on a class project in honor of the upcoming
Hachnossas Sefer Torah.
Keep up the fabulous work!
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Miss Mandelbaum
Can Eidim have better eyesight than Beis Din? Is there
a “Gamla” Airlines? All we know is that Rava would only
tell us something if it’s a Chiddush. This was the main
focus this week in sixth grade!
We also began learning about Hilchos Purim and the
Megillah! It really is getting us into the mode!
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Rabbi Lichtman
The girls have spent a week working on scale drawings
of a room in their house. The girls are making up their own
scales on graph paper and are working on accuracy to the
actual measurements.
This week we will master our skills of solving
proportions to find missing measurements of similar figures.
The boys are working on their scale drawing projects
which will be due next week. When they are finished they
will be prepared to read blue prints. From here, the class
goes on to find missing dimensions of similar figures. A test

is planned right before Purim.
Dr. Thorne
The sixth grade boys and girls finished their chapter in
social studies about the “land changing hands” and started
a new chapter about Minnesota’s newcomers. This chapter
talks largely about a great migration of immigrants coming
to Minnesota in the 1850s. Students are still working very
hard on their fantasy stories, and they are turning out great.
Keep up the good work!
Ms. Blair
Seventh Grade
On one hand, we saw how someone went out of their
way to not hold on to an argument. On the other hand, we
saw how harsh an argument is! We hope we could always
hold on to a feeling of achdus in our class.
Mrs. Engelson
Question, answer, question, answer... We flew through
our Megillah packets thanks to the wonderful participation
from each of the girls!
Keep up the fabulous work!
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Miss Mandelbaum
Eighth Grade
Daven! Daven! Daven! When? How?
Just learn how Moshe davened to HaShem to allow
him to enter Eretz Yisroel and you’ll learn how you should
daven, too!!
Mrs. Idstein
continued on page 9

Rabbi Yaakov Bender spoke to the 7th and 8th grade
boys during his recent visit to the Twin Cities.
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As a school we have earned more than 138,855 points. 73
students who have attained their goal and are earning extra credit
points.
Hint of the week
If your child has not attained their goal as of yet, sit down with your
child and map out which Yedios they will need to pass in order for
them to attain their goal. If they are having difficulties with figuring out
what they should be tested on call their Rebbi, Morah or Rabbi Prero.
The eighth graders continue to “plow” through
Maseches Makos. This week we had two mishnayos one
after the other which contradicted each other. We also saw
how a seemingly unrelated topic can be used to answer the
Gemorah’s question.
Have a great Shabbos!
Rabbi Friedler
MS Geography & History
7th grade American History students completed their
unit on the Industrial Revolution with newspapers and a
unit test. We are now exploring the new immigration wave
in the late 1880s. Look for more details on a Cultural Fair!
8th grade Global Studies completed their unit on
South America with mobiles displaying a country in South
America. Next we are traveling to India to explore the
geography, history, and culture of this area.
Mrs. Amundson
MS Language Arts
Nonfiction book reports were due today. Students have
until Monday, March 4th to hand in without losing points.
After Monday, students will lose 5 points for every day
missed. Please contact me with any questions or concerns.
Mrs. Hechtman
Computers
The Pre-K students are becoming very good mouse
users. They are also navigating the Starfall web site like
pros. They continue to practice using that site, trying harder
and harder activities, all the time getting better at using the
mouse to control what happens on the computer.
The keyboard was the import piece of hardware this
week for the Kindergarten students. Using Microsoft Paint,
the children learned how to add text to their drawings. The
learned how to change font types, make the letter bigger,
different colors, bold, italicized, and underlined.
This week, 1st graders used the Kid Pix drawing
program to create pages about a letter. Each student was

given a letter and asked to create a page with pictures, all
starting with the same letter. The pictures came from the
large library of images that are in the drawing program.
Second grade continued to work with Microsoft Word.
They are now completing stories that they created. The text
is theirs, and they chose the pictures to include in the story.
This week, 3rd grade students worked hard at work
creating a PowerPoint presentation on an animal of their
choosing. They are creating slides about the habitat,
appearance, diet, young, threats to and interesting facts
about the animal.
The 4th grade continued to work with Microsoft Excel.
This week the students conducted a survey on the class’s
favorite sport. Using the skills learned, they then created a
table and column chart displaying the data from the survey.
They then formatted the chart to look appealing.
The fifth and sixth grade continued their work on
coding. Using the puzzle like exercises in code.org, they
learned about using variables in their code. This allows the
program to repeat tasks (commands) while only changing a
variable’s value to solve problems that require very similar
solutions.
The seventh graders continued to hone their
programming skills. This week, we have been working on
“Loops”. This allows us to repeat tasks, while changing a
value each time through the loop. For instance, a loop can
be used to draw a figure in a pattern on the screen by just
changing a value each time through the loop.
The eighth graders are working hard on the yearbook.
Each one is designing and creating their personal page as
it will appear in this year’s yearbook. Some students have
started working on the cover for the book.
Mr. Baldinger
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“Pop” over to the back
of this page for the
rules and regulations!
All students will have
the opportunity to
show their costume to
the judges at the
Ruach Day Parade!

Ruach Day
Rules & Regulations:
Obviously, uniforms are not required for those
students who participate. However, students
who are
not in costume MUST WEAR UNIFORMS.
Even when wearing costumes, all tznius and
good taste requirements are in place.
Therefore,
• No pajamas
• No shorts
• No pants (for girls) and No skirts (for boys)
• No mermaid costumes
• No weapons (even plastic)
• No violent outfits
• No outfits representing violent people
Additionally, the point of Ruach Day is all in the
spirit of the month of Adar. All students should
be sensitive to the feelings of their friends and
classmates and nobody should feel left out or
isolated in any way.

Community Events Supplement

The eighth grade girls and their mothers had an evening out together at “Pinot’s
Palette” to enhance mother daughter bonding through creating art projects.

Outside Programs not sponsored by Torah Academy

Jo i n u s a n d b e u p l i f t e d

ads@tabanquet.org | 952.285.8600 | www.tabanquet.org

$5,000 Patron Table | $500 Donor | $360 Couple | $180 Person
Kindly reply by March 1, 2019.

Couvert

Agudas Yisroel Bais Binyomin, Brooklyn, NY

HaRav Moshe Tuvia Lieff

Guest Speaker

Featuring

2100 Killebrew Drive, Bloomington

Radisson Blu MOA

5:30PM Reception | 6:45PM Dinner & Program

4 Adar II 5779

Sunday,10 March 2019

Annual Banquet | BUILDING ON 74 YEARS | Simchas HATorah

2800 Joppa Avenue South, St. Louis Park, MN 55416 | 952.285.8600

BUILDING ON 74 YEARS

Reception to follow in the gym.

will be welcomed into it’s new home.

to Torah Academy where the Sefer Torah

Mrs. Debbie Weinberg, 4723 West 28th Street,

The parade will start from the home of

Monday, March 11, 2019 at 8:30am

Hachnasas Sefer Torah

The entire community is invited
to participate in a

and Memorial Sefer Torah Campaign

On Behalf of the Larry Borenstein ל,,  זLegacy Project

Did you Know?

The Kolenu Parsha Page

BS”D

(Facts and Insights into the Parsha that you and the family might not have known – enjoy!)

• The clouds swept up the stones used for the Eiphod and Choshen from the river,
Pishon, and brought them to the wilderness where the Nesi’im found them.
(Targum Yonoson)
• It is customary to eat chulent or some other hot food on Shabbos to show that we
follow Chazal’s interpretation of the prohibition of lighting a fire on Shabbos – that
it does not apply to leaving a fire which was lit before Shabbos and to food that was
cooked before Shabbos. (Rama OC 257:8)
• The women who refused to contribute towards the Eigel were the first to contribute
towards the Mishkan. (Shmos Rabba 48:6)
• It was permissible to light fires on Shabbos in the Beis HaMikdash for the purposes
of sacrifices. (Mechilta, Parshas Vayakheil)

Torah Riddle  When do we read from the same parsha two weeks in a row?
Answer can be found below the Ayin Tova case!

Ayin Tova Case #16

Nomi needed some items from the store and planned on taking her three year old, Chaim, with her. He was agreeable to
go if he could ride his tricycle through the aisles. Nomi gently explained that stores are crowded with people and
tricycles are inappropriate there. Chaim accepted his mother’s words and went along without the bike. As they
approached the store, they saw Chaim’s best friend, Aharon … riding his tricycle through the crowded aisles of the store.
Nomi couldn’t believe it. She was both embarrassed and felt like she lied to her son.
Help Nomi have Ayin Tova for her situation. 😊😊

Ayin Tova Case #15
Leib has been doing magic shows for years and has gained a very good name for himself. His professionalism together with his love to entertain got him quite a few
respectable jobs. Thus, he found himself performing at one of the most premiere hotels in upstate New York where only the top professionals are invited. Although
he was a tad nervous, he started the show off on the right track, impressing everyone and receiving lots of “oohs and aahs.” Half way through the show, though, one
trick after another failed and he was starting to sweat. The show continued in much the same fashion, with some things working out and others not. Although, he got
applause, and people came over to thank him and express their appreciation, he felt that he had not been on his game, was embarrassed, and let the crowd down.
Help Leib have Ayin Tova for his situation. 😊😊
Suggestions for last week’s case: Leib may remember a time that he judged someone else’s performance (negatively) based on one show, and now he learned that
everyone could have a bad day. / He will now have realized that he tries to “out-perform” himself, trying tricks that he hasn’t actually mastered. / He will probably try
and review all that transpired and he may find some hindrance that he was until now unaware of, but now he will have learned something about himself and use this
to improve himself.

Answers – Torah Riddle – This week! We lained parshas Ki Sisa last week and this week it is Parshas Shekalim.

$19 per box
Or buy 5 for $90
Or buy 10 for $185 and get the eleventh one free

Order NOW!
Phone: ___________________________ Limited supply
available!!
Email: ____________________________
Name: ___________________________

Number of boxes ___ x $19 Total cost $_____
❏Check attached (made out to Torah Academy)
❏Charge my credit card
Amex / Visa / Mastercard
Number __________________________
CVV________ Exp_____/______
Billing zip code_______________
● Pick up at Torah Academy
Monday, March 18th at any dismissal time
● Contact Mrs. Chaya Gitty Bodner for more information.
301-741-3845 or chayag96@gmail.com

